JBL T300A

On-ear headphones with a single button remote/mic that come in a variety of colors

Enjoy big, bold, JBL sound.
Drawing on expertise learned from building some of the finest loudspeakers in the world,
JBL engineers created lightweight, noise cancelling headphones that deliver signature JBL
sound. The T300A’s 40mm drivers generate high sensitivity, extended frequency response
and PureBass performance that is deep, powerful and accurate. So you hear the truth from
your favorite music. And because we know headphones are an extension of your personal
style, JBL T300A’s come in a variety of colors and are equipped with a durable cord for
stress-free sound enjoyment. Along with the adjustable, padded headband and padded ear
cups, there’s an in-line microphone that lets you conveniently take calls from any smartphone
without taking the headphones off.

Features
JBL signature sound
Lightweight for on-the-go listening
Single button remote/mic
Exciting color combinations
Fold-flat, closed-back ear cups

JBL T300A

On-ear headphones with a single button remote/mic that come in a variety of colors

JBL signature sound

What’s in the box:

JBL drivers deliver precise, powerful sound for an exceptional listening experience.

JBL T300A on-ear headphones
Soft carrying pouch
Warranty and safety notes

Lightweight for on-the-go listening
Enjoying a comfortable listening experience even for extended time periods means you can take
your music wherever you go.
Single button remote/mic
Easily answer calls without ever taking your headphones off.
Exciting color combinations
Great sounds. Great style.
Fold-flat, closed-back ear cups
The ear cups on the JBL T300A headphones fold flat when you’re not using them, making the
headphones easy to transport and store. And the closed-back design provides a private listening
experience.
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Product specifications
High performance drivers: 40mm
Frequency range: 20–22kHz
Impedance: 32 ohms
Sensitivity: 112dBSPL @ 1kHz, 1mW
Max power: 30mW
Microphone sensitivity: -42dBPa/V @ 1kHz
Cable: 1.2m (3.9ft) Flat
Plug: 3.5mm (1/8") gold-plated
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